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r ormer Scientologists
claim Katie Holmes is
trapped in a cycle of
addictive treatments.
Friends and fami i yare
terrified, but will she

ever escape?

Katie

WITH glazed eyes and a vacant expres-

sion on her face. Katie Holmes tightly
gripped the steering ",heel as she
drove her Mercedes-Benz tlu'ough
the streets ofL.A. on Jan. 12, heading

10 the Church of Sci eii to logy Celebi;t)' Centre once
again. It was iime for another dose oftrcatnienl.

Foiir years into Katie's marriage to Tom Cruise,
48, her involvement with the controversial Chmch
of Scientology still raises eyebrows, Now, in a world
exclusive, several former Scientologists and experts
have stepped forward to make a shocking claim 10

Slar: Kaiie's battery of Scientology treatments have
an effect similar 10 heroin!

Although the FDA has taken the position thai the
"e-meter" device used in Scientology's "auditing," or ./
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Whether she's shopping, hanging with Suri or out to dinner ~
with her family, the sparkle seems gone from Katie's eyes.

What happened to the vibrant young lady she was pre-Tom?-
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cotulSeling sessions, serves no medical
purpose, fom1er Scientologists tell Sial'
that it gives subjects a temporary feeling
of euphoria, followed by a crash and a

craving for more.
As subjects being audited hold metal

cans connecied to the device, "The
e-meter emits a low-level elechic charge

thai goes to the brain," explains fonner
Scientologist and engineering student
Arnaldo Lerma. "In response to that
stressful sliiiulaiion, the body releases
endorphins, hormones that cause a pain.
kiling, mood.elevaling eftèet."

David TourelzJ...y, a researcher at

Carnegie Mellon University's Center for

lan.12 -
. :",¡;
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the Neuial Basis ofCogilition, says thai
auditing may also spark an endOll1hii
release in another way. "Oiie ii)1)()thcsis IS

that there is an endorphinliuiip caused by
the focused altention (lfthe auditor," To-

uret7ky tells SIIiI'. "It's socially rewarding."
Either way, for Kalie and thousands of

other Scieniologists, those endorphins
i:an be a mitural dnig, Dr. Gregory A,
Smith, a Califoriia addiction expert who
is president of the L.A.-based Compre-
hensive Pain Relief Group, tells SIal'.

"Endorphins are natural painkillers ill
the brain that block pain receptors from
within the body exactly the saine way
drugs like morphine kill pain from an
external source:' Dr. Smith explains.

"So when you stimulate endorphin
activity within the brain, you are doing
the exact same thing as taking inor-
ph1le or oiher opiates, such as heroin
or opiuni. That fceling ora naimal lugh
can bccome addiciive."

THE HIGHS AND LOWS
"For me, it was like taking á Percocet,"
ex-Scientologisl Lerma tells SIal' of his

experience using the e-Ileler. "There was
euphoria, I'd get out ofa session and go,
'Wow, this is cool! 'The room seemed
biighter, My pupils would dilate a linle bit.
'But thcn there would be a sag eft'ect after.

la hangover of sorts."
Since the body's endoivhin levels have

I been depleied, says Lcriia, "Likc a heroin
. addict, you want another dose, only it's a
dose of auditing."

Fonner ScientologistAniy Scobee, who
was Tom's assistant for a brieftime when
he was II¡Hlied to Nicole Kidman, had

.... '.,- ;-~. ""-=.~'-



Katie's

family and
friends are

really worried
about her., 9

- an insider

tells Star

..

a simílarexpeiience. "I always wanted to
do more and more auditing," Scobee tells
Sml'. "After sessions, I was convinced
that something was wrong with me, and
auditing was the oiù) thing that helped,
I thought that i needed more."

FVtn celebrity Scientologist John
Trii\'oltahas admitted to hooking lip to
the e-meter daily, saying, "I'm always
totally refreshed by il." And now, soiices
claim, the Scientologists are plIshing to
keep Katie, 32. in a similar cycle oruse.

TAKING HER MEOICINE
"Kaiie looks despemtely uiihappy,"
one insider tells Sial'. 'Tom's instinct is
always to tum to Scientology for more
auditing." He even bought an e-Iletcr for
their Bc\'erly Hills pad, a source says, so
she can get a boost - 2417. But it doesn't

look like that's helping.
That was clear duiing Katie's recent

visit to Tom's Mission: Impossible Ifset
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Even outside of the Scientology Centre, church members keep a close eye
on Katie - including Tom's sister Cass (above, on Jan. 7)! "Cass lives with
Tom and Katie in their Beverly Hills mansion, and she's attached at the hip to
Katie;' says a source. 'jam trusts her to report back to him on what's going on
with Katie. And Katie is lonely, and besides, does she really have a choice?"

W)~.. ... '. ,
- .

-:~ ~ . 1.*, '_
iii Vancouver. As she arrived on .Jan. 8
with daughter Slli, says a sOllce. "She
seemed rcally spaced out and had a dazed
look on her face. She seemed depressed
and out otil." Andjust a fe\\ days later.
when she rehiried home to L.A., it was
iight back to the Seieniology Centre for
more sessions.

"Katie's family and frieiids arc really
worried about her," an insider revea Is to
SIal'. "She's changed a lot since getting to-

gether with Tom and joining Scientology.
She has mood s\\Ïngs and doesii 't seeii to
have the love for life she once did. No one
seems to be able to gei through to her with
their concerns aboiil the church."

"Scientology is a mind-conlrol cult,"
Scobee, auihor of the Scientology exposé
Scieiitology: Abiiw' at the Top, claims.
"They wanl yon 10 be obedieni and coil-
pliant and robotically following every

single thing they tell you to do, And the
e-meter is part olhow they do that."

But one day, those around her hope,

Katie will break free. "I work with an or.
gaiiizalion that helps Scieniologists who
leave the chllch ease back into normal so-
ciety," says Lerma. "And every day i hope
i'ii get the call that Katie fiiially decided to
leave." - MELISSA CRONIN, TIM PLANT,

JENNIFER PEARSON & LYNN ALLISON _
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Aaron J. Moss
D: 310.785.6814
F: 310,201.2314
AM 0 5 s(Q G ree n berg GI us ke r. com
File Number: 16233-00001

GREENBERG GLUSKER

January 20, 20 I I

Via U.S. Mail, Facsimile and Email

Michael J. Antonello
Vice President, General Counsel
American Media, Inc.
1000 American Media Way
Boca Raton, FL 33464-1000
mantonelJoa amilink,com

FAX (212) 743-6639
FAX (561) 989-1224

Re: Tom Cruise and Katie Holmes - Star Afal!a=ine

Dear Mr. Antonello:

As you know, this firm represents Tom Cruise and Katie Holmes.

I am writing with regard to your January 31, 201 I issue of Star Magazine, which contains
the most defamatory, harmful, and damaging falsehoods that your tabloid has ever printed about
Ms. Holmes.

Your cover boldly proclaims in huge letters that it contains a "Katie DRUG SHOCKER"
and "ADDICTION NIGHTMARE" and "The real reason she can't leave Tom." In your story,
you repeat the words "DRUG SHOCKER" in even bigger, bolder type, and claim that
Katie Holmes is "trapped in a cycle of addictive treatments" that have "an effect similar to
heroin."

There is no "drug shocker." There is no "addiction nightmare." Indeed. the stor', buried
inside the magazine does not quote a single source as saying that Ms. Holmes is either on
"drugs" or "addicted" to anything. She is not. Contrary to the suggestion on your cover and

caption, no source has opined that Ms. Holmes is addicted to anything, let alone drugs, or that
this addiction is the "real reason she can't leave Tom." Of course, the average reader will simply
look at the headlines on the cover and draw the conclusion (which is patently false) that
Ms. Holmes is addicted to heroin or morphine.

This case is precisely on point with Kaelin v. Globe Communications CO/p., 162 F.3d
i 036 (9th CiT. i 998), a decision of which i know you are aware. In that case, the Ninth Circuit

Greenberg Glusker Fields Claman & Machtinger LLP
1900 Avenue of the Stars, 21st Floor, Los Angeles, California 90067
T: 310.553,3610 I F: 310.553,0687

i 6233-0000 I ¡ 17620314
Exhibit C
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Michael J. Antonello
January 20,2011
Page 2

held that the caption on the front cover "COPS THINK KATO DID IT!" falsely insinuated that
the police believed Kaelin committed the murders of Nicole Brown Simpson and
Ronald Goldman. The Court rejected Globe's argument that this false insinuation would be
cured if the story buried inside were not defamatory. As the Court held, headlines are not
"liability free zones." The average supermarket shopper will see these headlines about
Ms. Holmes and assume she is a drug addict. Indeed, this is a much worse case for American
Media than Kaelin. There, the tabloid cover also stated (albeit in much smaller print) that Kaelin
"fears they want him for perjury." The Globe unsuccessfully argued that this "clarification"
necessarily dispelled the effect of the "COPS THINK KA TO DID IT" headline. Here, on the
other hand, the headlines "Katie DRUG SHOCKER" and "ADDICTION NIGHTMARE" are not
"cleared up" by any other statements on the cover.

According to the Church of Scientology, what your supposed "sources" have said about
the e-meter is also completely false. But even if we take your statements at face value, they only
serve to prove the defamatory nanire of Star's headlines and captions. Even if the physiological
reaction to the e-meter were a release of endorphins, the same endorphin release could be
achieved after simple exercise. Will you next week be claiming that the fact that celebrities
exercise regularly constitutes a "DRUG SHOCKER" or that they are suffering an "ADDICTION
NIGHTMARE"? The patent absurdity of your statements is manifest, and, together with the
total lack of connection between the headlines and the acnial content of the article or alleged
statements of your "sources:' demonstrates acnial malice on Star's behalf. See Glohe. supra
("This is not a case where Globe relied in good faith on information that turned out to be false. It
is undisputed that Globe never believed Kaelin to be a suspect in the murders").

Moreover, contrary to the headline which promises "(t)he real reason (Ms. Holmes) can't
leave Tom," nothing in the story contains any information whatsoever about Ms. Holmes leaving
Mr. Cruise, or even suggests that she is considering leaving Mr. Cruise. Again, the headlines are
simply made up to sell magazines.

In addition, your article describes former Seientologist Amy Scobee as "Tom's assistant
for a brief time when he was married to Nicole Kidman," presumably in an attempt to suggest
that Ms. Scobee has inside information about the Cruise family. In fact, Ms. Scobee was never
employed by Mr. Cruise or his family (as an assistant or otherwise), and has never even met
Mr. Cruise.

To make matters worse, no one from Star even bothered to check your "facts" with
Ms. Holmes or her representatives before publishing, as is customarily done by ethical
publications. Obviously. you were aware that such a check would have put you on explicit
written notice that your story was complete garbage.

Simply stated. each and every aspect of your story is blatantly and provably false,
defamatory and malicious. By placing false and misleading headlines on your cover in order to

Exhibit C
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Michael J. Antonello
January 20, 2011
Page 3

induce people to buy the trash inside, you have caused serious and irreparable damage to our
clients.

This is not the first time. American Media has followed a pattern and practice of trying
to sell its magazines by featuring false, defamatory and malicious stories about Mr. and
Ms. Cruise.

Accordingly, we hereby demand that you immediate Iv retract each and every assertion in
your story and on your cover, with a prominence at least equal to that given the original story.
By doing so, by tring to lessen the harm you have caused the Cruises. you may limit repetition
of your false and defamatory story and reduce the damages for which you will be responsible.

Sincerely.

/1 .'l'/I:. '" '1 i

Áa:n;:ssl ~H - -

AJM/jgg

cc: Bertram Fields

i 623 3-0000 i 176203 i .l
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AMRICAN
MEDIA, INc.

Caeron Strcher

Senior M~ÌD Co,mul

Email: csclmilink.co

NATION ENQUIRER

STAR

GLOBE
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SUN

SH
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MEN'S RTNSS

MUS & FISS

FL£

CONT WEEKlY

/W MlNI-MAGSIGESTS

DISRlBUON SERVCES INC,

Januar 26, 2011

Via Facsimile and Email
310201-2314
am oss~G reen bergG tusker .com

MIRA

Aaron 1. Moss, Esq.
Greenberg Glusker Fields C1aman & Machtinger, LLP
1900 Avenue of the Stars
21st Floor
Los Angeles, CA 90067

Re: Tom Cruise and,l(atie Holmes

Dear Mr. Moss:

I wrte in response to your letter to Michael Antonello dated Januar 20,
2011, regarding an article that appeared in the January 31, 2011, issue of Star
magazine (the "article"). You claim that certn statements in the article are false
and defamatory, and you demand an immediate retraction of the article. With all
due respect, Star declines your demand.

First, the article does not state, as you assert, that "Ms. Holmes is addicted to
heroin or morphine." Instead, quoting a former Scientologist, the article reports that
the "e-meter" device used by Scientologists '''emits a low-level electric charge that
goes to the brain. . .. In response to that stressfu stimulation, the body releases
endorphins, hormones that cause a pain-killing, mood-elevating effect.'" Another
explanation of the e-meter's effect is offered by a scientist at Caregie Mellon who
hypothesizes that "'there is an endorphin bump caused by the focused attention of
the (e-meterJ auditor.'" "Either way," the article reports trthfully, "endorphins can
be a natural drug."

Even if the above statements were capable of being proved false, however,
which Star does not concede, it is not defamatory to state that a person is addicted to
the "feeling of a natural high." Indeed, as you acknowledge, some people are
"addicted" to the pleasure they receive from exercising. Surely you would not claim
such a statement was defamatory.
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For these reasons, however, Star respectfully declines your demand for a
r retraction. In deference to your clients' concerns, however, the article will be

AMERICAN removed from Star's website and will not be republished.
MEDIA, INC.

SHAPE

GLOBE cc:

EXINER

SUN

NATtRAL HEATH

FI PREGNANCY

MUSCLE /\ FITNESS HERS

MEN'S FITNESS

MUSCLE /\ FINESS

FLEX

STAR

COUNTRY WEEKLY

NATIONAL ENQUIRER

AMI MINI-MAGS/DIGEST

OISTRIBlfON SERVICES INC.

MIRA

Very truly yours,~~
Cameron Stracher

Mike Antonello
Candace Truo
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